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Our proprietary coarse
feed calcium helps the
egg laying industry build
a superior eggshell.
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OUR PROPRIETARY COARSE FEED
CALCIUM HELPS THE EGG LAYING
INDUSTRY BUILD A BETTER EGGSHELL.
Since 1988, YORK CALCIUM CHIPS® have been tested
in commercial flocks and have delivered the optimal
nutritional value to replace oyster shells and become
the preferred coarse calcium standard for the egg laying
industry.
Calcium is a cornerstone in layer diets because it is
intrinsically related to the formation of an eggshell. Having
optimal feed calcium levels helps hens replenish their
bone reserve while maintaining optimal egg production
capabilities.
Calcium Carbonate increases eggshell durability and
mitigates cracked egg numbers in egg laying facilities.
The science of animal nutrition has adapted to the needs
of the emerging genetics of the industry, and provided
precision solutions to meet the needs of changing
environments and consumer trends. YORK CALCIUM
CHIPS continue to provide superior calcium purity to
support hens’ laying cycle needs while preserving their
overall health and well-being.

NOT ALL LIMESTONE IS CREATED EQUAL
The main source of calcium for layers is limestone, a
sedimentary rock formed from calcite. Limestone is
predominantly calcium carbonate, but not all limestones
are created equal. YORK CALCIUM CHIPS offer high
calcium content, quality, and purity to deliver dependable
and effective nutrition to poultry.
In addition to our premium YORK CALCIUM CHIPS, we
commercialize a wide range of feed calcium products
in different granular and mesh sizes for diverse feeding
requirements. Contact our team to help you identify the
most suitable calcium product for your nutritional needs.

OUR STORY
We could say our York Ag
founders started with a
few broken eggs.
The egg laying industry used oyster
shells as the source of calcium for their
layers. As early as 1985, our founders
did research with universities and
commercial egg producers to find an
easily available, more economical, yet
rich in calcium alternative.
YORK CALCIUM CHIPS® was born.

BENEFITS
FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS, THE EGG LAYING
INDUSTRY HAS TRUSTED YORK CALCIUM CHIPS®.
• OPTIMAL SOLUBILITY
by having the optimal particle size and chemical
composition, calcium is slowly released as the shell is
being formed.
• IMPROVED EGGSHELL QUALITY AND HATCHABILITY
by promoting integrity of the egg shell while reducing
cracks.
• IMPROVED FEED EFFICIENCY
by providing coarse particles that assist in grinding feed
in the gizzard.
• OPTIMAL MAGNESIUM CONTENT
by providing less than 2% elemental Magnesium.

PACKAGING OPTIONS
YORK CALCIUM CHIPS® are available in bulk and 50 lb.
bags. Let our team know your delivery preference and
we’ll adjust to your shipping needs.

YORK CALCIUM CHIPS
WHO WE ARE

More than 30 years helping the egg laying
industry create a superior eggshell.

York Ag is a dynamic supplier of holistic
ingredient solutions focused on supporting
animal well-being.

WHY WE EXIST
York Ag lives to bring innovative,
dependable, and effective feed ingredient
solutions to feed manufacturers, livestock
consultants, and animal producers.

HOW WE OPERATE
York Ag uses determination, curiosity, and
a collaborative approach to recommend
and supply functional products that deliver
both performance and profitability in an
increasingly transparent marketplace.

OUR HOPE
York Ag seeks to enrich the lives of animals,
producers, and consumers.

Everyone Deserves
a Nutritious Meal™

York Ag Products, Inc.

1060 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
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www.yorkag.com

York Ag creates holistic ingredient solutions that optimize animal well-being.
YORK CALCIUM CHIPS® is a registered trademark of York Ag Products, Inc.
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